
WELCOME TO YOUR EVERLASTING MOMENTS
I CAN’T WAIT TO TAKE YOU BACK TO THEM

“FEW PEOPLE CAN CAPTURE MOMENTS BETTER THAN THAT OF THE BURNED 
IMAGES OF MEMORY. SARAH BERMAN SEEMS TO DO IT EVERY TIME.”

My passion as a photographer is truly capturing people, with their people, feeling all their feels.

The essence of my work over the past 10 years has been documenting moments in an authentic way 

that allows people to project back into their memories- to relive all of their senses of the day all 

over again. My photos will create this lasting experience for you 25-50 years from now, and I’ll do 

anything it takes to make that magic for you. When I’m not taking photos, I’m a painter, and I feel 

that I see passing moments similarly to how I would start a painting—my style of photography is 

golden, warm, artistic, candid, and documentary.

When you’re working with me, I’m your professional sidekick, third wheel, timeline assistant, and 

time capturer. Your wedding gallery encapsules your unique love story and this period of your life, 

and I see it as one of the most important investment decisions when planning your special day. I’m 

more than happy to get together for coffee/tea and help your planning be a piece of cake. But most 

of all, I can’t wait to get to know your love along the way.
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LOVE FROM PAST COUPLES

“As a long time admirer of Sarah's illustrations, she was an obvious choice for our 

wedding photographer. From day one she was a joy to work with; thorough and 

prompt in addressing my concerns, incredibly professional while also clearly 

enthusiastic about her work. On the day of she was exactly what we needed. She 

was clear in giving directions while keeping us all calm and collected. So many of 

my guests commented to me how lovely she was! I cannot say enough kind things 

about my experience with Sarah. Our big day was made infinitely more special by 

having her there with us. Thank you!”   -Kaylee & Josh

“Sarah photographed my wedding in 2015, and was able to, on a whim, adjust her 

schedule to come earlier. She stayed the entire day, without much direction from 

me, delivered beautiful photos from our day. She also did a newborn session with 

our new baby in 2018. She provided props and a stylist, which helped get an array 

of differently posed shots. Sarah’s keen awareness allows her to capture the 

happiest and intimate details of any occasion. Looking back at my photos, I feel 

that I am vividly reliving the best moments of my life.”   -Emily & Anthony

“Sarah is a true go-to for all things wedding photography and design. Not only 

was she our trusted photographer, but she also created our breathtaking 

invitation suite. To have Sarah's creative vision and calm, friendly presence along 

with us on our wedding journey was such a gift. She took care and time to 

understand and help me define exactly what I wanted, and then delivered a 

product that was more than I could have imagined. She is a true artist. Her 

professionalism and empathy is unparalleled. Do yourself a favor, and hire Sarah. 

She will make your love look even better than it feels.”   -Domiana & Joe

“Working with Sarah is easily the best experience I’ve ever had with a 

photographer. She has a way of making you feel completely relaxed, comfortable 

and you can tell that she genuinely cares about capturing every beautiful 

moment. Her photoography skills are nothing short of amazing and I can’t wait to 

continue to work with her in the future.”   -Alyssa & Gage
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WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
PACKAGES 2019 & 2020

01 02 03
8 hour coverage

1 Photographer

Unlimited images taken

Hi-res images on USB

Personal Online Gallery

with printing & gifts

8 hour coverage

2 Photographers

Unlimited images taken

Hi-res images on USB

Personal Online Gallery

with printing & gifts

Engagement session

10 hour coverage

2 Photographers

Unlimited images taken

Hi-res images on USB

Personal Online Gallery

with printing & gifts

Engagement session

Hardcover Photobook

Each photo is professionally edited and delivered within 4-6 weeks on a personal

USB drive, as well as a beautiful online gallery where you can directly order prints & gifts.

Consultation and timeline planning is complementary with every package.

Guest lists over 125 people must select a package including a second shooter.

Having a small wedding with less than 30 people or eloping? Ask me for my intimate weddings rate sheet.

30% payment is due when booking your date, and 70% is due on or before your wedding day.

A LA CARTE OPTIONS

Additional hours   $200/hour per photographer

Photobooks   Starting at $150

Engagement or Day-after photo session   $250

$1600 $2250 $2700
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

What kind of precautions do you take incase something were to go wrong with your camera/memory card or any 
of the technology involved on the day of my wedding?
When I shoot events, I am carrying two professional camera bodies at all times. In each camera, every image is backed 
up to two memory cards at the same time. This way, if one memory card ever had an issue, (which is incredibly rare with 
high-quality memory cards) the images are already saved onto another card. Both cards are immediately backed up 
onto my computer + external hard drive at the event.

Do you have insurance?
Of course! Please let me know if or when your venue needs me to send them over documentation.

Do I need a second shooter?
If your guest list is above 125 people, I will require one. If not, I still almost always recommend a second shooter. There 
are so many things that happen simultaneously in passing moments. Things happening, and someone else’s reaction; 
which is more important? One person, even at their best, can’t capture two simultaneous things the way two people 
could. Also, two different perspectives working as one brain can create a seriously amazing story through images.

What timeline is most popular?
While I have great sample wedding day schedules to send you for both 8 and 10 hour photography options, I have found 
time and time again that couples feel absolutely the most at ease with 10 hours of time with their photographer. This is 
mainly due to flexibility in itinerary scheduling, like 10AM-8PM or Noon-10PM, allowing you to relax fully through each 
step. Everyone is different in their needs and we will make the magic happen no matter which timeline is best for you!

Can I take money off a package by omitting the engagement session or photo book?
Nope, my collections are as-is. I have put a lot of work into creating affordable photography packages for couples over 
many years. I know selecting a larger package can sometimes be intimidating, but I also know how helpful having the 
extra time may be for you; so I include a LOT of extras to make doing that favor for yourself and upgrading more than 
worth it. The engagement session and photo book are simply gifts from me to you, to thank you for putting your trust in 
my services and the process. They aren’t factored into the price and you’re welcome to not use them if you wish. 
Alternatively, you may create your own package a-la-carte if you’re in need of fewer hours and perks.

Is there a limit on how many photos we have access to/ do you own the rights to the photos?
Many photographers send proofs, have you select your favorites, and then charge you additionally for rights to your 
photos of choice. I don’t believe in that–I am capturing these moments for you, and I feel that you deserve the right to 
every single one of them. I shoot as many photos as I feel will tell the whole picture of your story, narrow them down to 
eliminate duplicates and photos of lesser quality, and then I individually edit every single one to create a unified feeling 
that speaks to your unique day. Finally, I deliver every final image to you, and you may download, share, or print 
anything you’d like. I retain the rights to the images in order to share them and promote my work with your permission, 
but otherwise you’re welcome to unlimited use, aside from selling them.

Exactly how many photos will we get?
As I said above, I don’t believe in holding your moments from you. Everything I document you’ll receieve. The exact 
number is largely dependent on different factors of your day like guest list size, venue size, how many locations we 
shoot in, how long I’ll be with you, whether I have a second shooter, etc. These factors create variation in gallery size, 
but generally I end up at around 500 images for smaller weddings, and up to 1000 for larger ones.
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INTERESTED IN CUSTOM WEDDING DESIGN?
CALLIGRAPHY, STATIONARY, SIGNAGE

Did you know that Sarah J Berman Creative is a complete visual arts studio offering
professional Calligraphy, Illustration, and Graphic Design services?
Email me today about custom rates for your unique wedding projects.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND SAMPLES:
SARAHJBERMANPHOTO.COM/CALLIGRAPHY
SARAHJBERMAN.COM/STATIONARY

Hand-painted banners and signs

Invitation Suites (RSVP, etc.)

Escort cards

Table numbers

Save the Dates

Envelope addressing

Custom wedding website illustrations

Menus and programs

Thank you cards

Event Maps

Hand-painted decorations
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